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Mentors’ Message:
Why Understanding
Marketing Is Important
No matter where you work in your organization or what your job
responsibilities are, it’s vital that you understand marketing.
That’s because marketing is all about understanding and delighting customers—and without customers, an organization can’t
exist. Anyone can contribute insights about customers to other
managers, executives, and project leaders in their company and
thus sharpen the ﬁrm’s marketing efforts.
This book helps you make a contribution by covering the
fundamentals of marketing—including how marketing relates to
a company’s mission, how marketing to consumers differs from
marketing to organizations, ways to understand your company’s
competitors, how to develop a marketing strategy and marketing
communications plan, tactics for creating new products and
services, ways to ensure that your marketing plan is effectively executed, and how to use direct marketing and relationship marketing effectively.
Marketing is a big subject; thus, this book covers a lot of ground.
But by familiarizing yourself with the basic concepts and tools
xiii

provided here, you’ll be well positioned to help your company get
the most business value from its marketing efforts.
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Mentors’ Message

Marketing is simplistically defined as â€˜putting the right product in the right place, at the right price, at the right time.â€™ Though this
sounds like an easy enough proposition, a lot of hard work and research needs to go into setting this simple definition up.Â The
marketing mix is a crucial tool to help understand what the product or service can offer and how to plan for a successful product offering.
The marketing mix is most commonly executed through the 4 Pâ€™s of marketing: Price, Product, Promotion, and Place. Marketing is
the process of finding out customer needs and serving those needs profitably. If an organization is obsessed with looking for profits, it
will never find them. But if it is focused on satisfying its customers, profits will come automatically.Â Companies understand that it is
much more expensive to attract new customers than to retain existing ones. Marketing oriented companies build relationships with their
existing customers by providing satisfaction. ideas at work. Business marketing: understand what customers value. first person. The new
math of ownership. hbr classic. The discipline of innovation. books in review. Are networks driving the new economy?

